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Abstract: Most transmission pipelines are buried underground per regulations, and external corrosion
is the leading cause of failures of buried pipelines. For assessing aged pipeline integrity, many
corrosion assessment models have been developed over the past decades. This paper delivers a
technical review of corrosion assessment models for determining the remaining strength of thin- and
thick-walled pipelines containing corrosion defects. A review of burst prediction models for defect-
free pipes is given first, including the strength- and flow-theory-based solutions, and then of those
for corroded pipes. In terms of the reference stress, the corrosion models are categorized into four
generations. The first three generations correspond to the flow stress, ultimate tensile stress (UTS),
and a combined function of UTS and strain-hardening rate, while the fourth generation considers
the wall-thickness effect. This review focuses on recent advances in corrosion assessment methods,
including analytical models and machine learning models for thick-walled pipelines. Experimental
data are used to evaluate these burst pressure prediction models for defect-free and corroded pipes
for a wide range of pipeline steels from low to high grades (i.e., Grade B to X120). On this basis, the
best corrosion models are recommended, and major technical challenges and gaps for further study
are discussed.

Keywords: pipeline; corrosion defect; remaining strength; burst pressure; corrosion assessment
model; Zhu–Leis solution; strength theory; flow theory of plasticity

1. Introduction

Transmission pipeline systems are the critical infrastructure in the nation’s energy
sector that provides economic and safe transportation of large volumes of crude oil, haz-
ardous liquid, or natural gas (NG) over long distances to meet increasing energy demands.
It has been predicted that NG demand will be increased by 43% worldwide by 2040 [1].
While some pipelines are built above ground, the majority of pipelines in the U.S. are
buried underground per regulations to protect them from damage and to help protect
our communities as well. Figure 1 shows a gas transmission pipeline being buried in
construction. Because line pipes are made of carbon steels, the steel pipes in underground
water or in sour soils are susceptible to external corrosion attack, which poses a big threat
to buried pipeline integrity. Based on a statistical analysis of recent significant incidents
for crude oil and NG pipelines, Dai et al. [2] showed that external corrosion is a leading
failure cause for both oil and gas pipelines. Therefore, corrosion assessment is essential for
pipeline design and for pipeline integrity management [3].

In general, unprotected buried steel pipelines are highly susceptible to external corro-
sion. Without proper corrosion protection, every steel pipeline will eventually deteriorate
because metal corrosion weakens pipeline strength and degrades pipeline load-carrying
capacity. To prevent pipelines from external corrosion, coating and cathodic protection
are required by regulations. Usually, buried pipeline management must cope with other
extreme geological conditions, including a range of geohazards, such as ground shaking in
seismically active regions, land sliding, ground subsidence and settlement, geological fault
displacements, and freeze–thaw displacements [3,4]. This work only considers corrosion
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effect on the burst strength of buried pipelines subject to internal pressure. For this situa-
tion, overburden pressure on buried pipelines can be neglected since it is insignificant in
comparison to internal pressure [5,6].

Figure 1. A gas pipeline being buried in construction.

For predicting the burst strength of pressure vessels, numerous empirical, analytical,
and numerical models have been developed for defect-free cylinders or pipes subject to
internal pressure, as reviewed by Christopher et al. [7] for thick-walled pressure vessels
and by Law and Bowie [8] and Zhu and Leis [9] for thin-walled line pipes. In order to
consider the material plastic flow effect, Zhu and Leis [10,11] developed an average shear
stress yielding theory and obtained the associated Zhu–Leis solution for burst pressure of
thin-walled pipelines. Experimental evaluations [9,10] showed that the Zhu–Leis solution
provides the most accurate prediction of burst pressure for defect-free, thin-walled pipes.
In addition, Zhu [12] evaluated the strength criteria and plastic flow criteria used in
pressure vessel design and analysis. The evaluation results showed that the Tresca criterion
determines a lower bound result, the von Mises criterion determines an upper bound result,
and the Zhu–Leis criterion determines an averaged result.

The pipeline industry began to investigate the threat posed by external corrosion in
the late 1960s, and the early experimental data and analytical models were published in
the 1970s [13–15]. Full-scale burst tests were conducted on pipe segments removed from
service, and burst pressure test data were trended as a function of the length and depth
of corrosion defects for vintage NG pipeline steels. Two trending functions in the NG-18
equations [14,15] were developed at the Battelle Memorial Institute in the early 1970s
for determining fracture failure of steel pipelines containing cracks. Based on the NG-18
equation for collapse-controlled failure, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) in cooperation with the oil and gas industry codified an empirical corrosion
assessment method in 1984 and published it as ASME B31G [16]. The Modified B31G was
published in 1989 and revised in 2009 to reduce the conservatism in B31G.

With advances in steel-making technology, both the strength and toughness of modern
pipeline steels have significantly improved, and many high-strength pipeline grades,
such as X70 and X80, are being utilized today. Accordingly, over the past few decades,
many improved corrosion assessment models [17] have been developed to improve the
management of high-strength pipelines. Among them, the ultimate tensile stress (UTS)-
based models can determine improved burst pressure of corroded pipelines and have been
accepted by the British Standard BS 7910 [18] and American Standard API 579 [19] for
a general fitness-for-service (FFS) assessment of cylindrical pressure vessels, including
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pipelines. However, ASME B31G and Mod B31G remain in use today in the pipeline
industry, even though these models are known to be generally (overly) conservative.

In order to obtain a commonly accepted corrosion assessment model, both academic
and industry researchers continue to make efforts to improve assessment methods for
buried pipelines. Recently, Zhu [20,21] compared available corrosion assessment methods
for metal-loss or corrosion defects in pipelines and discussed real-world challenges facing
the oil and gas industry. Zhou and Huang [22] assessed the errors of existing corrosion
prediction models. Zhu [23] discussed finite element analysis (FEA) approaches used to
predict the burst pressure of pipelines with corrosion defects. Leis et al. [24] presented
FEA numerical results that minimized the uncertainty in ASME B31G corrosion assessment
model. Heggab et al. [25] performed an FEA numerical sensitivity study of burst pressure
for corroded pipes. Oh et al. [26] proposed a new FEA burst model for defect-free pipelines.
Bhardwaj et al. [27] developed two burst strength prediction models for X100 and X120 ultra-
high-strength corroded pipes. Amaya-Gomez et al. [28] assessed the reliability of various
available corrosion models. Bhardwaj et al. [29] quantified the uncertainty of existing burst
pressure models for corroded pipelines. Most recently, Cai et al. [30] developed data-driven
methods for predicting the burst strength of corroded pipelines. Li et al. [31] reviewed 71
intelligent models for predicting burst pressure, corrosion growth rate, remaining thickness,
and corrosion depth for managing corroded pipelines using different methods, including
fuzzy mathematics, artificial neural network (ANN), chaos theory, and support vector
machine learning method.

In 2021, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) sponsored a multiple-year Laboratory
Directed Research and Development (LDRD) program at the Savannah River National
Laboratory (SRNL) to develop an advanced plasticity theory and a machine learning
technology for determining the burst strength of high-pressure vessels with and without
corrosion defects. Fruitful results have been achieved from this LDRD program, including
a new strength theory and its application to determine burst strength of thick-walled
pressure vessels [32], an innovative machine learning model of burst strength for defect-free
pipes [33,34], an advanced FEA model for predicting the burst strength of thin- and thick-
walled pressure vessels [35], a progress review of corrosion assessment model development
for pipelines [36], and three new corrosion assessment models for predicting the remaining
strength of thick-walled pipelines [37]. This work aims to review these recent advances in
corrosion assessment models for predicting the remaining burst strength of corroded thin-
and thick-walled pipelines. In addition, a brief review of burst pressure prediction models
is also given first to defect-free pipes and then to corroded pipes. For a better understanding
of corrosion model development, corrosion assessment models are categorized into four
generations and then evaluated with full-scale burst test data. Finally, major technical
challenges and gaps are discussed for further study.

2. Burst Pressure Models for Defect-Free Pipes

Burst pressure prediction for defect-free pipes is the basis for developing corrosion
models for assessing the remaining strength of pipelines containing corrosion or metal-loss
defects [21]. The reference stress embedded in a corrosion assessment model is defined by
the burst pressure of defect-free pipes. This section briefly reviews the strength models
and the flow models of burst pressure for thin-walled pipes, the new strength theories for
thick-walled pipes, an advanced numerical model, and the machine learning models for
both thin- and thick-walled pipes.

2.1. Strength Models for Thin-Walled Pipes

For a large-diameter, thin-walled, defect-free pipe, four strength-theory-based mod-
els [12] have been obtained for predicting burst pressure in terms of the UTS and the Tresca,
von Mises, Zhu–Leis, and the flow stress criterion [13]:

(1). Tresca strength solution:
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P0 =
2t
D

σuts (1)

(2). von Mises strength solution:

PM0 =
4t√
3D

σuts (2)

(3). Zhu–Leis strength solution:

PZL0 =
1
2

(
1 +

2√
3

)
2t

D− t
σuts (3)

(4). Flow stress-based failure solution:

Pf 0 =
2t
D

σf low (4)

where D is the outside diameter, and t is the wall thickness. The flow stress σflow = (σys + σuts)/2,
with σys being the yield stress (YS) and σuts the UTS. The Zhu–Leis strength solution in
Equation (3) was determined from a new multi-axial average shear stress strength theory
developed by Zhu and Leis [10,11]. It is shown that the Zhu–Leis strength solution is
equivalent to the average of the Tresca and von Mises strength solutions. The Tresca
solution in Equation (1) is often referred to as Barlow strength in the pipeline industry.

To evaluate the accuracy of the strength models of burst pressure in Equations (1)–(4),
reference [12] compared the experimental data of burst pressure for more than 100 full-scale
tests for thin-walled pipes made of carbon steel with the predictions from the four strength
criteria. The comparison showed that (1) the von Mises strength criterion overestimates
burst pressure for all steels, (2) the Zhu–Leis strength criterion is acceptable for high-
strength steels but overestimates burst pressure for low-strength steels, (3) the Tresca
strength criterion adequately predicts burst pressure for intermediate-strength steels, and
(4) the flow stress criterion predicts the most conservative results for all steels. Among the
four strength criteria, only the flow stress criterion considers the strain-hardening effect on
burst pressure. As such, a flow theory of plasticity was recommended [12] for developing
more accurate burst pressure solutions in terms of the two material properties of UTS
and YS.

2.2. Flow Models for Thin-Walled Pipes

The Tresca theory and the von Mises theory are two classical theories of plasticity that
have often been used to describe the nonlinear plastic deformation in a metallic material
during loading. These theories can determine two bound solutions for burst pressure of a
defect-free pipe. To define more accurate burst failure, Zhu and Leis [10,11] introduced a
new concept of “average shear stress” and developed the average shear stress flow theory
that is simply referred to as Zhu–Leis flow theory. For a power-law hardening material,
this new flow theory determines a new flow solution for burst pressure. As such, these
three flow theories determine the Tresca, Zhu–Leis, and von Mises flow solutions of burst
pressure for defect-free thin-walled pipes:

PT =

(
1
2

)n+1 4t
D− t

σuts (5)
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4
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D− t

σuts (7)
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where n is the strain-hardening exponent and is usually measured from a tensile test or
estimated from the yield-to-tensile-strength (Y/T) ratio [38].

Figure 2 compares the experimental data relating to burst pressure from more than
100 full-scale best tests with the Tresca flow solution in Equation (5), the Zhu–Leis flow
solution in Equation (6), and the von Mises flow solution in Equation (7). In this figure,
all points denote experimental data, and all lines denote burst pressure predictions. Ex-
perimental data details were described in reference [10]. All pipe materials used in the
burst tests were ductile, low-carbon steels with a wide-ranging strain-hardening exponent
n from 0.02 to 0.18 that covers low-to-high-strength pipeline steels from Grade B to X120.
From the figure, it can be observed that (1) both test data and predictions of burst pressure
are functions of the strain-hardening exponent in a similar trend, (2) the von Mises flow
solution provides an upper bound prediction, (3) the Tresca flow solution provides a lower
bound prediction, and (4) the Zhu–Leis flow solution provides the best prediction that
matches well with the burst data on average. Thus, these experimental data validate the
Zhu–Leis flow theory and the associated flow solution for burst pressure of defect-free
thin-walled pipes.

Figure 2. Comparison of three flow solutions and experimental data for various carbon steels.

Using other full-scale burst test databases, Zimmermann et al. [39], Zhou and Huang [40],
Bony et al. [41], and Seghier et al. [42] all confirmed that the average shear stress yield
criterion is the best plastic yield criterion and that the Zhu–Leis flow solution is the most
accurate burst pressure prediction for thin-walled pipes. The same conclusions were
recently verified by Bhardwaj et al. [27] for X100 to X120 ultra-high-strength pipeline steels
and by Amaya-Gomez et al. [28] and Bhardwaj et al. [29] for a wide range of pipeline
grades from Grade B to X100. Thus, the Zhu–Leis flow theory [10] fills in the technical gap
between the classical Tresca and von Mises flow theories and determines a more accurate
burst pressure solution.

2.3. Burst Pressure Models for Thick-Walled Pipes

The burst pressure models discussed above are based on the thin-shell theory, and,
thus, they are applicable only to thin-walled pipes with D/t ≥ 20. In practice, there are
many thick-walled line pipes with a wall thickness larger than 20 mm [43], leading to
D/t < 20. In this case, the thin-shell theory becomes invalid, and the thick-shell theory
should be applied. For thick-walled pipes with D/t < 20, both axial and hoop stresses
are not constant anymore through the wall thickness, and the wall thickness becomes an
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important factor for pipeline design and integrity management. Note that D/t = 20 is an
engineering definition to distinguish thin-walled and thick-walled pipes.

In order to obtain a burst pressure solution for thick-walled pipes, Zhu et al. [32]
recently proposed a two-parameter-based flow stress and developed a new strength theory
that can predict the plastic collapse of a pressure vessel. On this basis, the following burst
pressure solution was obtained for defect-free thick-walled pipes:

Pb = 2
(

C
2

)n+1
σutsln

(
D0

Di

)
(8)

where C is a constant that is related to the yield criterion:

C =


1, for Tresca yield criterion
2√
3
, for Mises yield criterion

1
2 + 1√

3
, for Zhu–Leis yield criterion

(9)

where D0 (Di) is the outside (inside) diameter. Equation (10) is the burst pressure solution
for thick-walled pipes corresponding to the Tresca, von Mises, and Zhu–Leis criteria.

Comparison of the burst solution in Equation (8) with those in Equations (5)–(7) shows
that the reference stresses are the same, but the geometry terms are different. For the thin-
walled solution, the geometry term is 2t/Dm if the mean diameter (MD) Dm = D-t is used
or 2t/D if the outside diameter (OD) is used. For the thick-walled solution, the geometry
term is ln(Do/Di). Figure 3 compares these three geometry terms for different diameter
ratios. As evident in this figure, the geometry term 2t/Dm is very close to ln(Do/Di) when
the Do/Di ratio is less than 1.4 (or D/t ≥ 7) and where the differences are insignificant and
less than 1.0%. For thin-walled pipes with D/t ≥ 20 (or Do/Di ≤ 1.111), the differences are
less than 0.1%. This observation suggests that the mean diameter Dm should be used in
the thin-shell theory for predicting more accurate burst pressure for D/t ≥ 20. In contrast,
if the outside diameter is used, the difference between the two geometry terms 2t/D and
ln(Do/Di) becomes very large for a diameter ratio larger than 1.2. The difference reaches
5.1% at D/t = 20. As such, the outside diameter is not recommended for use in pipeline
design and integrity assessment.

Figure 3. Comparison of three geometry terms used in the burst pressure solutions [32].
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Figure 4 compares the Zhu–Leis burst pressure solutions from Equations (6) and (8)
with the full-scale burst data (as shown in Figure 2 with limited burst data for thick-walled
pipes) as a function of D/t. From this figure, it can be observed that:

• The newly proposed Zhu–Leis solution for thick walls in Equation (8) is very accurate
and closely matches the burst pressure data for all pipes, from thin to thick walled;

• For thin-walled pipes with D/t > 30, the Zhu–Leis solution from the thin-shell theory
is very accurate and close to that from the thick-shell theory;

• For intermediate-to-thick-walled pipes with 10 < D/t < 30, the MD-based Zhu–Leis
solution for thin-walled pipes is nearly identical to that for thick-walled pipes;

• In contrast, the OD-based Zhu–Leis solutions for thin-walled pipes are significantly
lower than those for the thick-walled pipes when D/t < 10. As a result, the MD-based
rather than OD-based Zhu–Leis solution should be used generally in the thin-walled
burst solution.

Figure 4. Comparison of predicted and measured burst pressures in the function of D/t [32].

2.4. Advanced Numerical Model of Burst Pressure

Johnson et al. [35] performed a comprehensive FEA parametric study of burst pressure
using Abaqus Python script technology that rapidly iterated over 60 different FEA cases to
cover a wide range of pipeline grades from Grade B to X80 and a large range of pipeline
geometries from D/t = 6 to 120. For both thin- and thick-walled pipes, it demonstrated
that the pipe burst failure can be accurately defined in the FEA calculations when the
von Mises stress at the middle wall thickness (or the mean diameter) reaches the critical
von Mises stress of the pipeline steel [44]. Figure 5 shows the numerical data of the burst
pressure that was normalized by the thick-walled Tresca strength solution as a function of
the strain-hardening exponent n for all 60 FEA cases. It was found that the FEA data for
the normalized burst pressure can be well fitted as a linear function of n with a very high
goodness-of-fit measure of R2 = 0.9988.

Based on the FEA results of burst pressure and the linear fit function, a linear regression
model of burst pressure for both thin- and thick-walled pipes was thus obtained as a
function of Do/Di, UTS, and n in the simple form of:

Pb = (1.079− 0.6395n)σuts ln
(

Do

Di

)
(10)
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Further evaluation in reference [35] showed that the numerical burst pressure model
in Equation (10) is comparable to the Zhu–Leis flow solution for thick-walled pipes and can
predict more accurate burst pressures for all full-scale burst tests on thin- and thick-walled
pipes, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5. Numerical burst pressure normalized by the thick-walled Tresca strength solution as a
function of the strain-hardening exponent n for all 60 FEA cases [35].

2.5. Machine Learning Models of Burst Pressure

Recently, Zhu et al. [33,34] applied machine learning technology to model the burst
strength of defect-free pipes for a wide range of D/t ratios and steel grades. Using the full-
scale burst database shown in Figure 2, three ANN architectures were created, and three
ANN models of burst pressure were determined. ANN model 1 has one input variable and
one hidden layer, ANN model 2 has three input variables and one hidden layer, and ANN
model 3 has three input variables and two hidden layers. All three ANN models have one
output variable. The architecture of ANN model 2 is shown in Figure 6, where the three
input variables are X1 = n, X2 = UTS, and X3 = D/t, and the output variable Y = Pb. For
each ANN model, two activation functions (Sigmoid and linear functions) were used to
connect neurons in different layers with weights and bias at each unknown neuron. The
activation functions coupled with specific algorithms were used to train and learn from the
training dataset until the model performance is satisfied in comparison to the test dataset.
The ANN models can be used to predict burst pressure for both thin- and thick-walled
pipes without particular consideration of the wall-thickness effect.

Figure 7 compares the model predictions with the experimental burst data for the
full-scale tests, as shown in Figure 2, where the model predictions include those predicted
by the three ANN models, the linear regression, and the Zhu–Leis solution for thick-walled
pipes. As evident in this figure, all model predictions were nearly identical to the burst
data when the measured burst pressure is less than 15 ksi (103.42 MPa). Otherwise, some
deviations were observed, and ANN model 2 and model 3 predicted the most accurate
burst pressure. Due to the simple architecture, ANN model 2 is recommended as the
best machine learning model for predicting the burst pressure of defect-free thin- and
thick-walled line pipes.
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Figure 6. Architecture of ANN model 2 [33].

Figure 7. Comparison of predicted and measured burst strengths for all full-scale tests [33].

3. Corrosion Assessment Models

Corrosion defects in aged pipelines may have complex features in terms of size, shape,
location, and orientation. This study only considers a single axially oriented, isolated
corrosion defect in a pipeline subject to internal pressure. Multiple corrosion defects,
corrosion interaction, and other anomalies are not considered.

A general expression of burst pressure for a single corrosion defect in thin-walled
pipelines can be written [19,21] as:

Pb = SR × 2t/D × f (defect geometry) (11)

where SR is a reference stress, 2t/D is the thin-walled pipe geometry term, and f is a defect
geometry term that is defined as a function of defect geometry (depth d, length L, and
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width W). In many cases, defect width has an insignificant effect, and f can be simplified
as f (d/t, L/

√
(Dt)). Without a defect, Equation (11) reduces to that of a defect-free pipe,

and, thus, SR is equal to the burst strength of a defect-free pipe. Note that Equation (11) is
consistent with the notation used in API 579 [14] for the level 1 corrosion criterion.

Based on different definitions of the reference stress, available corrosion assessment
models can be categorized into four generations, as discussed next.

3.1. The First-Generation Models (1960s–1980s)

The first-generation models for assessing the remaining strength of corroded pipes
were developed empirically in the 1960s to 1980s with the reference stress SR = flow stress.

3.1.1. ASME B31G

From full-scale test data obtained in the early 1970s for pipeline steels up to X65,
Maxey et al. [14,15] developed several semi-empirical equations (i.e., NG-18 equations) for
predicting the burst pressure of line pipes with cracks. On this basis, a corrosion assessment
model was codified by ASME in 1984 and published as B31G. For an actual short defect,
the corrosion area was assumed to be parabolic in shape with a curved bottom, and the
burst pressure of the corroded pipeline was obtained as:

pb =
2tσf

D

[
1− (2/3)(d/t)

1− (2/3)(d/t)/M

]
, for L ≤

√
20Dt (12)

where the defect depth is limited within 80% of the wall thickness or d/t ≤ 0.8.
For a long corrosion defect, the corrosion area was simplified as a rectangle with a flat

bottom, and Equation (12) becomes:

pb =
2tσf

D

[
1− d

t

]
, for L >

√
20Dt (13)

In both equations above, the flow stress σf = 1.1 SMYS, where SMYS is the specified
minimum yield stress defined in API 5L [45], and M is a Folia’s bulging factor [46]:

M =

√
1 + 0.8

(
L√
Dt

)2
(14)

Note that ASME B31G was calibrated for vintage pipeline grades up to X65, and so it
may be inadequate to use for modern pipeline steels such as X80 or X100.

3.1.2. Mod B31G (0.85 dL)

Applications showed that ASME B31G can be overly conservative [47], and, thus, the
Modified B31G was proposed in 1989 by Kiefner and Vieth [48,49] as follows:

pb =
2tσf

D

[
1− 0.85(d/t)

1− 0.85(d/t)/M

]
(15)

where the defect depth is limited to d/t ≤ 0.8, the flow stress was redefined as σf =
SMYS + 69 (MPa), and the bulging factor M was replaced by:

M =

√
1 + 0.6275

(
L√
Dt

)2
− 0.003375

(
L√
Dt

)4
, if L ≤

√
50Dt (16a)

M = 3.3 + 0.032
(

L√
Dt

)2
, if L >

√
50Dt (16b)
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Note that the 0.85 factor used in Mod B31G reduces the model conservatism in B31G.
The Mod B31G model was accepted in ASME B31G-2009 [16] and in the level 1 procedure
of API 579-2016 [19]. Ma et al. [50] evaluated ASME B31G in different versions.

3.1.3. RSTRENG (Effective Area Model)

A real corrosion defect has a river-bottom profile. Kiefner and Vieth [48] proposed an
effective area method to improve the remaining strength prediction:

Pb =
2tσf

D

[
1− Ad/A0

1− Ad/A0M

]
(17)

where the flow stress σf and the bulging factor M are the same as in Mod B31G, Ad denotes
the effective area of a complex corrosion defect profile, and A0 = tL is the axial cross-section
area. This model determines a more accurate corroded area using the discrete approach
and then a more accurate burst pressure of a real corrosion defect. A personal computer
code called RSTRENG [48] was developed for iterating more accurate burst pressure for
corroded pipes. This effective area model was adopted in the level 2 procedure of ASME
B31G [16] and API 579 [19]. Recently, Yan et al. [51] improved the RSTRENG using a more
efficient effective area method for corrosion assessment.

For a machined rectangular defect with a uniform depth, Equation (17) becomes:

Pb =
2tσf

D

[
1− (d/t)

1− (d/t)/M

]
(18)

For a long corrosion defect, 1/M approaches zero, and Equation (18) reduces to
Equation (13). In 1992, Richie and Last [52] adapted Equation (18) as a corrosion defect
acceptance criterion (i.e., Shell-92 model) with the flow stress σf = 0.9σuts.

3.1.4. CSA Z662

From the Shell-92 model, the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) developed a
corrosion assessment code—CSA Z662 [53]—for predicting burst pressure:

Pb =
2tσf

D

[
1− (dave/t)

1− (dave/t)/M

]
(19)

where dave is the averaged defect depth, the bulging factor M is the same as Equation (16),
and the flow stress is defined as:

σf =

{
1.15σys, SMYS ≤ 241 MPa (or 35 ksi)
0.9σuts, SMYS>241 MPa (or 35 ksi)

(20)

3.1.5. Comparison of the First-Generation Models

Reference [21] compared the first-generation models discussed above for a flat defect
with a depth of d/t = 0.5 in two lower pipeline steels, X52 and Grade B.

For the X52 steel, the comparison showed that the Modified B31G predicts the highest
burst pressure for all defect lengths, CSA Z662 and Shell-92 are identical with predictions
slightly lower than the RSTRENG results, and ASME B31G predicts a comparable result to
Modified B31G for a short defect but the lowest result for a long defect.

For the Grade B steel, the comparison showed that the Shell-92 model predicts the
highest results of burst pressure over the given defect length, and, following in order, are
the Mod B31G, RSTRENG, and CSA Z662 models. The ASME B31G model may predict a
comparable result to RSTRENG for a short defect but the lowest result for a long defect.
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3.2. The Second-Generation Models (1990s–2000s)

The second-generation models for predicting the remaining strength of corroded thin-
walled pipelines were developed numerically from the FEA simulations in the 1990s to
2000s with SR = UTS. All these models did not consider the defect width effect.

3.2.1. LPC Model

Based on a large number of elastic-plastic FEA results and burst test data for X65
corroded pipelines, a line pipe corrosion (LPC) model was developed at British Gas in
1995 [54,55] for determining the burst pressure of corroded thin-walled pipes:

Pb =
2tσuts

D− t

[
1− d/t

1− d/Qt

]
(21)

where D-t is the mean diameter, and Q is a curve-fit bulging factor from the FEA results:

Q =

√
1 + 0.31

(
L√
Dt

)2
(22)

The LPC criterion was codified into DNV RP-F-101 [56] in 1999 with SR = 1.05 UTS,
where 1.05 is a calibrated factor with full-scale test data. It was also adopted in BS 7910-
1999 [18] with SR = (σys + σuts)/2.

3.2.2. PCORRC Model

In parallel to the LPC development, a pipeline corrosion criterion (PCORRC) was
developed from FEA calculations at Battelle in 1997 [57,58]:

Pb =
2tσuts

D

[
1− d

t

(
1− exp(−0.157

L√
D(t− d)/2

)

)]
(23)

where the outside diameter D is used rather than the mean diameter used in the LPC model.
The difference between t/D and t/(D-t) exists for intermediate-walled pipes, as shown in
Figure 3.

For a very long defect in thin-walled pipes, Equation (23) reduces to a simple equation:

pb =
2tσuts

D

[
1− d

t

]
(24)

In this case, Equation (21) reduces to Equation (24) with D-t used in the place of D. If a
defect is absent, Equation (24) reduces to Equation (1) or the Tresca strength solution for
defect-free pipes. This implies that both the LPC and PCORRC models have the basis of
the Tresca criterion with one single material parameter.

3.2.3. Choi Limit Load

In 2003, Choi et al. [59] conducted a set of full-scale tests on machined metal-loss
defects for X65 pipeline steel and performed 3D elastic-plastic FEA calculations on the test
defects where all axial defects were assumed to be elliptically curved. By trending the FEA
outcomes, they obtained the limit load as:

Pb =

0.9σuts
2t
Di

[
C0 + C1

(
L√
Rt

)
+ C2

(
L√
Rt

)2
]

, for
(

L√
Rt

)
< 6

σuts
2t
Di

[
C3 + C4

(
L√
Rt

)]
, for

(
L√
Rt

)
≥ 6

(25)

where Di is the inside diameter, R is the mean radius, and C0, C1, C2, C3, and C4 are
functions of d/t. Lacking a defect, Equation (25) reduces to Pb = 0.9σuts × 2t/Di for defect-
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free pipes. As a result, the limit load in Equation (25) may be conservative for thin-walled
pipes.

3.2.4. Recalibrated PCORRC Model

Based on full-scale test data and a set of 3D FEA calculations for X70 corroded pipes,
Yeom et al. [60] in 2015 recalibrated the PCORRC model as follows:

pb = 0.9σuts
2t
D
×
(

1− d
t

(
1− exp

(
−0.224

L√
D(t− d)/2

)))
(26)

Lacking a defect, Equation (26) reduces to Pb = 0.9σuts × (2t/D) for defect-free pipes.
This model may be also conservative.

In the mid-2000s, the U.S. DOT PHMSA Pipeline Office sponsored a large corrosion
program [61] to evaluate the first- and second-generation corrosion models using a large
experimental database that contains 313 burst tests, including full-scale vessel tests and
ring expansion tests for real and machined defects for pipeline grades from Grade A25 to
X100. Useful guides were then provided for pipeline operators to use the corrosion models
in pipeline integrity assessment.

3.2.5. Comparison of the Second-Generation Models

Figure 8 compares the second-generation models discussed above for a fixed, uniform
defect depth of d/t = 0.5 in a pipeline of intermediate-strength steel, X65, where the
material properties are assumed to be the SMYS and SMTS of X65. In this figure, six
second-generation models are included: LPC (DNV), BS 7910, PCORRC, limit load by Choi
(2003), and Reformulated PCORRC by Yeom (2015). For comparison, RSTRENG and CSA
Z662 are also included in Figure 8. This figure shows that (1) LPC and PCORRC predict
comparable results, (2) BS 7910 and RSTRENG predict similar results that are lower than
the LPC predictions, (3) CSA Z662 and the Yeom (2015) model predict comparable results
that are lower than RSTRENG predictions, and (4) the Choi (2003) and Yeom (2015) models
are comparable for short defects and become almost identical, becoming the lower bound
for long corrosion defects.

Figure 8. Comparison of the second-generation corrosion models for X65 [21].
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3.3. The Third-Generation Models (2000 to 2020)

The third-generation models consider the material strain-hardening effect, and the
reference stress is a function of UTS and n, or SR = f (UTS, n). Recently, Zhu [15] detailed
seven third-generation models. Four of them are accurate and discussed in this section.

3.3.1. von Mises Flow Model Coupled with Reformulated PCORRC

In 2013, Ma et al. [62] utilized the von Mises flow strength in Equation (7) as the refer-
ence stress SR, which was coupled with the geometry term of PCORRC. After recalibration
with their FEA results of burst pressure for a variety of machined defects in X70 and X80
pipes, these authors reformulated PCORRC model as:

pd =
4(√

3
)

1+n

t
D

σuts ×
(

1− d
t

(
1− 0.7501 exp

(
−0.4174 L√

Dt

)(
1− d

t

)−0.1151
))

(27)

Comparison of Equations (27) and (23) shows the geometry term embedded in
Equation (27) is quite different from that used in the original PCORRC model.

3.3.2. Mod PCORRC Model Coupled with Zhu–Leis Flow Solution

In 2018, Zhu [63] modified the PCORRC model with use of the Zhu–Leis flow solution
in Equation (6) as the reference stress. The defect geometry function was assumed to be
unchanged for corrosion defects. The Mod PCORRC model is expressed as:

pb =

(
2 +
√

3
4
√

3

)n+1
4tσuts

D
×
(

1− d
t

(
1− exp

(
− 0.157L√

D(t− d)/2

)))
(28)

3.3.3. Mod LPC Model Coupled with Zhu–Leis Flow Solution

In 2021, Zhu [21] proposed a modified LPC model using the Zhu–Leis flow solution
as the reference stress. The defect geometry function was also assumed to be unchanged
for corrosion defects with flat bottoms. The Mod LPC model is expressed as:

pb =

(
2 +
√

3
4
√

3

)n+1
4tσuts

D− t

[
1− d/t

1− d/Qt

]
(29)

3.3.4. A Polynomial Corrosion Model

In 2015, Zhu [23] developed a new corrosion model. The reference stress was defined
from the Zhu–Leis solution in Equation (6) for defect-free pipes, and the defect geometry
term determined from FEA results contains a polynomial. This polynomial corrosion model
is expressed as:

Pb =

(
2 +
√

3
4
√

3

)n+1
4tσuts

D

1− d
t

1− 1

g
(

L√
Dt

)
 (30a)

where g is a polynomial function with a degree of 2:

g = 1 + 0.1385
L√
Dt

+ 0.1357
(

L√
Dt

)2
(30b)

3.3.5. Comparison of the Third-Generation Models

Figure 9 compares Mod LPC with LPC and Mod PCORRC with PCORRC. The Zhu
2015 model is also included in this figure. It can be observed that (1) Mod LPC is shifted
up from the LPC by a factor of 1.03, (2) Mod PCORRC is shifted up from the PCORRC by
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the same factor of 1.03, and (3) the two modified models are close to the Zhu 2015 model.
Therefore, all five corrosion models predict comparable burst pressures.

Figure 9. Comparison of LPC, PCORRC, and their modified models for X70.

3.4. Validation of Corrosion Assessment Models
3.4.1. Experimental Validation of the Third-Generation Models

Kim et al. [64] conducted a set of full-scale burst tests for machined metal-loss defects
and obtained reliable burst pressure data for X65 pipeline steel. The burst pressure data
were reported for machined metal-loss defects with a fixed, uniform depth of d/t = 0.5 and
six defect lengths of L = 50, 100, 200, 300, 600, and 900 mm. The pipe diameter was 762 mm
(30 in) and the wall thickness was 17.5 mm (0.69 in). The actual YS and UTS of the X65 pipe
were 495 MPa (71.8 ksi) and 565 MPa (81.9 ksi), respectively.

Figure 10 compares the four third-generation models (i.e., Ma 2013, Mod PCORRC,
Mod LPC, and Zhu 2015) and the two second-generation models (i.e., PCORRC and LPC)
with the experimental burst data obtained by Kim et al. [64]. All these six models predict
comparable results that closely match the burst test data. However, further observation
shows that (1) the PCORRC is slightly conservative for all defects, (2) the LPC is conserva-
tive for short defects, (3) the Ma 2013 model is conservative for short defects and slightly
non-conservative for long defects, (4) the Mod LPC is accurate for short defects and slightly
non-conservative for long defects, and (5) the Zhu 2015 and Mod PCORRC models are
nearly identical to each other and the most accurate in comparison to the full-scale test data.

Figure 10. Comparison of third-generation corrosion model predictions with test data [21].
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3.4.2. Experimental Validation of Mod PCORRC Model

More recently, Leis [65] assessed the reference stress, the geometry term of the PCORRC
model, and the reformulated PCORRC using full-scale burst data for machined defects
with flat bottoms for a wide range of pipeline grades ranging from X52 to X100. Figure 11
compares the predictions from the Mod PCORRC model in Equation (28) with the actual
failure pressure for the machined defects. As evident in this figure, the predictions agree
well with the actual data with a very high best-fitting correlation factor of 0.991 between
the model predictions and the actual burst pressure data.

Figure 11. Comparison of the M-PCORRC predictions with the experimental data for machined
defects in modern pipeline grades ranging from X52 to X100 [65].

Similarly, Leis [65] also evaluated the Mod PCORRC model using the calibration
database of ASME B31G and Mod B31G for a set of complex actual corrosion defects that
have irregular river-bottom shapes. The comparison also showed a good agreement be-
tween the predicted outcomes and the actual failure pressure with a best-fitting correlation
factor of 0.922. In contrast to this, the corresponding best-fitting correlation factor was 0.617
and 0.698 for B31G and Mod B31G, respectively. Thus, the full-scale burst data validated
the accuracy of the proposed Mod PCORRC model in Equation (28). This model is adequate
to use for predicting more accurate burst pressure for thin-walled pipelines with corrosion
or metal-loss defects.

4. Recent Development of Corrosion Models (Fourth Generation)

Since 2021, the U.S. DOE SRNL has started to sponsor the development of a fourth-
generation corrosion model to consider both the pipe wall-thickness effect and the ma-
terial strain-hardening effect on the remaining strength of corroded pipes. Similar to
Equation (11), a general expression of burst pressure for corroded, thick-walled pipes can
be written as:

Pb = SR × ln
(

Do

Di

)
× f (defect geometry) (31)

where the reference stress SR is the burst strength for defect-free pipes in terms of the

Zhu–Leis flow theory, that is, SR = 2
(

2+
√

3
4
√

3

)n+1
σuts. The logarithmic function ln(Do/Di) is

the pipe geometry term for thick-walled pipelines, and f is the defect geometry term.
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4.1. Thick-Wall Burst Pressure Solutions

For corrosion defects in thick-walled pipes, it is assumed that the defect geometry
function of a corrosion model for thick-walled pipes is approximately the same as that for
thin-walled pipes, and the defect width effect is not considered. As such, Zhu et al. [37]
adapted the three third-generation corrosion models discussed in Section 3.3, including
the Mod PCORRC model in Equation (28), Mod LPC model in Equation (29), and the
polynomial model in Equation (30), for thin-walled pipes, and proposed three new corrosion
models for thick-walled pipes as follows:

pb = 2

(
2 +
√

3
4
√

3

)n+1

σutsln
(

D0

Di

)(
1− d

t

(
1− exp

(
− 0.157L√

D(t− d)/2

)))
(32)
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]
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)
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These corrosion models for thick-walled pipes have an improved, higher accuracy
compared to that for thin-walled pipes, as demonstrated next.

4.2. Experimental Validation of Thick-Wall Models

A large burst test database containing 80 full-scale burst test data [65] was utilized
here to evaluate and validate the proposed corrosion models for thick-walled pipes. The
full-scale burst tests involved machined defect features with flat bottoms for pipeline steel
grades of X46, X52, X60, X65, X70, X80, and X100. The tested pipes had diameters ranging
from small (8.63 in or 219 mm) to large (52 in or 1321 mm) and wall thicknesses ranging
from thin wall (0.233 in or 5.92 mm) to thick wall (1.0 in or 25.4 mm). As a result, the D/t
ratios ranged from 8.6 (thick-walled pipe) to 81.8 (thin-walled pipe). Among these pipes,
seven of them had small diameters and heavy walls, resulting in D/t = 8.6. These burst
tests considered a large range of defect depths and lengths; some of the metal-loss defects
were quite wide in comparison to their lengths.

For the convenience of comparison, the proposed corrosion models in Equations (32)–(34)
are referred to hereafter as the SRNL-PCORRC, SRNL-LPC, and SRNL-Polynomial models.
Note that the burst test reports did not provide the value of strain-hardening exponent
n for the tested pipeline steels. All n values of the pipe steels were estimated from an
approximate equation using the Y/T ratio of the material [38]. As a result, the estimated n
values may have caused additional certainty of errors in burst pressure predictions from
Equations (32) to (34).

Using the 80 full-scale burst test data for metal-loss defects, Zhu et al. [37] evaluated
in detail the three new corrosion models in Equations (32) to (34) and compared them with
two first-generation models of ASME B31G and Mod B31G and three second-generation
models, the LPC, PCORRC, and Zhu 2015 polynomial models. Then, they determined
the statistical measures of variability for all eight corrosion models, such as the mean,
standard error, and coefficient of variation (COV). It was found that (1) the LPC model has
less bias and smaller uncertainty than the PCORRC model, (2) the SRNL-PCORRC model
has slightly smaller bias and uncertainty than the PCORRC model, (3) the SRNL-LPC
model has the least bias, and (4) the SRNL-Polynomial has a reduced bias compared to the
original Zhu 2015 polynomial model. As a result, the SRNL-LPC model is slightly more
accurate than the SRNL-PCORRC model, and both models predict comparable outcomes
for corroded thick-walled pipes. Because of this reason, only the experimental evaluation
of the SRNL-LPC model is discussed below.
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Figure 12a directly compares the burst pressure prediction from the LPC and SRNL-
LPC models with the full-scale burst test data, while Figure 12b compares the burst pressure
prediction to the experimental measurement ratio for different defect depth d/t ratios.
Additionally included in these two figures are the burst pressure predictions of ASME
B31G and Mod B31G. From these two figures, the following observations can be obtained:

(1) ASME B31G generally predicts the most conservative burst pressures for almost all
thin- and thick-walled pipes, except for very deep defects with the d/t ratio close to 0.8,
where B31G overestimates burst pressures and leads to non-conservative predictions;

(2) Mod B31G determines improved burst pressure predictions for most tests and reduces
the conservatism in B31G. However, it can also predict non-conservative results for
some tests;

(3) LPC model significantly improves the predictions by both ASME B31G and Mod
B31G and determines more accurate burst pressure for both thin- and thick-walled
pipes. However, it can overestimate burst pressures for deep defects near d/t = 0.8;

(4) SRNL-LPC model further improves LPC predictions and determines improved results
for thin- and thick-walled pipes;

(5) All models are inaccurate for deep defects near d/t = 0.8.

Figure 12. Comparison of LPC and SRNL-LPC model predictions with experimental burst data:
(a) direct comparison and (b) the pressure ratio as a function of d/t [37].
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4.3. Machine Learning Models of Burst Pressure

Recall that Section 2.5 applied the machine learning technology with ANNs to model
the burst pressure for defect-free pipes. Similarly, ANNs are employed to model the
remaining strength of corroded thin- and thick-walled pipelines. All ANN approaches
used for defect-free pipes are applicable to corroded pipes, and the defect width effect can
be easily considered in ANN modeling. The only difference is that more input variables
and hidden neurons are needed for modeling corroded pipes.

Figure 13 illustrates a typical ANN model for determining the burst pressure of cor-
roded thin- and thick-walled pipelines. For defect-free pipes, the feature correlation analysis
by Zhu et al. [33] showed that, for a burst strength analysis, there are two independent
material parameters, UTS and n (or YS), and a pipe geometry parameter, D/t. For corroded
pipes, a similar feature correlation analysis determines three additional defect geometry
parameters: d/t, L/

√
(Dt), and W/D. As a result, there are six input variables, UTS, n,

D/t, d/t, L/
√

(Dt), and W/D, for an ANN model to predict the output variable of burst
pressure. For assumed hidden neurons and hidden layers, the best ANN model can be
determined for a given training dataset, a validation dataset, and a test dataset. Our results
on the ANN models of remaining burst strength for corroded thick-walled pipes have not
been published yet and are not allowed to be discussed further. Due to this reason, a similar
ANN model that was recently developed by Cai et al. [30] is discussed here for predicting
the remaining strength of corroded pipelines.

Figure 13. Illustration of a typical ANN model for corroded pipes.

In machine learning, data exploration is essential for the proper training of a machine
learning model. Cai et al. [30] considered nine variables for their experimental database,
which contains 115 full-scale burst tests for a wide range of pipeline grades (Grade B, X42,
X46, X52, X56, X60, X65, and X80). Two of them are the material properties (YS and UTS),
three are pipe geometry sizes (D, t, pipeline length Lp), three are defect geometry sizes
(length ln, depth dn, and width wn), and the last one is burst pressure Pf. Figure 14 shows
the heatmap of the correlation coefficients of the pipe test variables from the experimental
database. The legend of color denotes the level correlation. A value close to 1 implies
a strong positive correlation between two features, while a value close to -1 implies a
strong negative correction. The value of 0 indicates no correlation. The highly corrected
features should be selected for machine learning. It was found that the variables of the pipe
diameter (D), defect length (ln), and defect depth (dn) had a large negative correlation to
the burst pressure, while the wall thickness (t) had a large positive correlation to the burst
pressure. The pipe specimen length (Lp) and the corrosion width (wn) had a very small
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correlation value to the burst pressure, and, thus, these two features were intentionally
removed from model training. As a result, six variables (YS, UTS, D, t, ln, dn) were selected
as the input variables, and burst pressure was the output variable for ANN model training.

Figure 14. Correlation coefficients among pipe burst pressure and pipe test feature [30].

Figure 15 a and b compares the burst pressure predictions with experimental test data
using three empirical prediction models and three machine learning methods, respectively.
Figure 15a shows that the B31G predictions are conservative, the Mod B31G model has
improved predictions, and the DNV model obtains overall better predictions on average.
However, the DNV model has many overpredictions because it utilizes the reference stress
of 1.05 UTS. In contrast to these empirical models, Figure 15b shows that the ANN-L3 model
with three layers predicts the most accurate burst pressures for all steels in consideration.
The other two machine learning models, namely, the linear regression with ElasticNet
approach and the support vector regression (SVR), also predict acceptable results.

Figure 15. Comparison of burst pressure predictions with test data for corroded pipes [30].

Recently, a lot more investigators [66–68] have applied machine learning technology
to develop neural network models for predicting the burst failure pressure of pipelines
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with single or multiple corrosion defects from full-scale burst test data, FEA results, or both
test and FEA data.

5. Major Technical Challenges and Gaps
5.1. Industry Need for Accurate Burst Prediciton Models

Usually, a conservative prediction model is accepted to determine a conservative
failure pressure for pipeline design. However, Leis [69] pointed out that, if failure pressure
is biased toward conservatism, as it has been historically, then, in order to balance this
equation, that bias carries over inversely to the defect sizes. In other word, a conservative
model determines a conservative failure pressure but a non-conservative defect size, as
illustrated in Figure 8 of reference [69]. The regulations mandate scheduled rehabilitation
based on defect severity, which can only be achieved through the use of accurate predictive
severity criteria that, by definition, are unbiased. In this context, the SRNL-PCORRC and
SRNL-LPC models can be used to assess either failure pressure or critical defect sizes at
a given operating pressure. However, some uncertainty enters into such criteria due, for
example, to model errors introduced by defect width or real defect shape. Recall that most
of the corrosion models discussed previously are only applicable to rectangular defects
and do not consider the defect width effect. This gap may lead to an increase in pipeline
maintenance costs. It follows that the pipeline industry needs both accurate and precise
prediction models for pipeline integrity assessment and management.

5.2. Full-Scale Burst Tests

Full-scale burst tests play a key role in the measurement of reliable burst pressure
data. Usually, a full-scale hydrostatic test is conducted by filling water and pressuring it
until failure of the pipe. However, such hydrostatic tests are expensive, particularly for
large-diameter pipes, due to material and vessel manufacture costs. To reduce material
costs, a short vessel may be utilized with a length of less than two times the diameter
of the vessel. As a result, the short vessel may determine an inaccurate burst result that
does not represent that of a long pipeline buried underground because the burst pressure
measurement is likely elevated due to the capped-end effect. Such an effect is particularly
true for a short vessel with a long defect. Therefore, a short vessel is not recommended for
full-scale testing. In general, a pressure vessel should have at least five times the outside
diameter to avoid the capped-end effect. A three-segment layout of a long pressure vessel
has been designed as an option to solve the full-scale test challenge [21].

5.3. Numerical Simulation and Material Failure Criteria

The FEA calculation of pipeline failure is based on the continuum theory. However,
this theory has no material failure criteria, and, thus, a prescribed material failure criterion
is required in an FEA calculation to define material failure local to a defect. Different
failure criteria [25,26,35,44,54,59,60,62,70–72] have been used in the FEA calculations of
burst pressure for a pipeline with or without defects, which resulted in different predictions
of burst pressure for the same pipe. The most often used material failure criteria include
the RIKS instability model for determining global failure and some local failure criteria,
such as the von Mises criteria, where the von Mises effective stress equals between 0.8 and
1.0 true UTS or 1.0 engineering UTS of the pipe steel. As such, developing an appropriate
material failure criterion for the FEA calculations remains a great challenge or gap.

5.4. Assessment of Real Corrosion Defects

Assessing real metal-loss defects for buried pipelines faces numerous technical chal-
lenges for us. The first one is how to detect real defects in pipelines efficiently and how to
characterize the sizes of irregular defects accurately. This needs advanced in-line inspection
(ILI) technologies and inspection tools, such as magnetic flux leakage (MFL), ultrasonic
technology (UT), and geometric tools, among others. Once a real corrosion defect is de-
tected and characterized adequately, its accurate assessment is another big challenge. All
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real corrosion defects are not a single isolated, uniform defect but a cluster of corrosion pits
with a river-bottom profile and may not be axially oriented. In addition, separate corrosion
clusters may have interactions, as discussed in references [73–76]. Assessing corrosion–
defect interaction is also a great challenge. For aged pipelines, material properties may not
be well documented for all pipe segments. Estimating the material properties of unknown
aged pipeline steels [77,78] can be an additional challenge for assessing corrosion defects
for buried pipelines.

6. Conclusions

This paper presented a technical review of burst prediction models first for defect-
free pipes and then for corroded pipes. The focus was on recent advances in corrosion
assessment models for predicting the remaining burst strength of thin- and thick-walled
pipelines. For a better understanding of corrosion assessment development, corrosion
models were categorized into four generations and then evaluated using various full-scale
burst test data. On this basis, the best burst prediction models were identified. Finally,
major technical challenges and gaps were discussed for further investigation to improve
pipeline integrity assessment and management.

For defect-free pipelines, a brief review was made of both the strength- and flow-
theory-based solutions for predicting the burst pressure of thin-walled pipes, including the
Tresca, von Mises, and Zhu–Leis solutions. The recent advances in burst model develop-
ment include a new strength theory, a new theoretical flow solution, an advanced numerical
model, and a machine learning model for predicting the burst pressure of thick-walled
pipelines. Experimental data validated that the Zhu–Leis flow solution is accurate for
defect-free thin and thick-walled pipelines.

For corroded pipelines, available corrosion assessment models were categorized into
four generations in terms of the reference stress historically used in each model. The first
three generation models were defined as when the flow stress, the UTS, or a combined
function of the UTS and strain-hardening rate is used. The fourth-generation models were
those recently developed at SRNL that embedded the Zhu–Leis burst strength for defect-
free pipes and considered the wall-thickness effect. The full-scale burst data validated that
Mod PCORRC and Mod LPC models are accurate for corroded thin-walled pipelines and
that the SRNL-PCORRC and SRNL-LPC models are accurate for both thin- and thick-walled
pipelines with corrosion or metal-loss defects.

Finally, major technical challenges and gaps were discussed, including the industry
need for accurate burst prediction models, defect width effect, full-scale experimental tests
of burst strength, FEA numerical simulation, material failure criteria, and irregular real
corrosion defect assessment for buried, aged pipelines. It is anticipated that the fourth-
generation models will serve as more efficient tools for real corrosion assessment and
management of buried transmission pipelines.
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